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Although Yasir is an Interior Designer by
profession from Islamabad, Pakistan, his
real passion is photography in general
but nature and wild photography in
particu lar. To him photography is
synonymous with oxygen, as he has to
make a few clicks of camera everyday to
keep his spirit satiated and healthy. For
Yasir photography is not just a hobby,
rather for him it is a tool of insight into
na ture. He specializes in insect
photography, where with Yasir gift of
seeing nature differently, he sees insects
as objects of beauty, which are as
beautiful as any other ele ment of nature

and worthy of being photographed. 
This passion of his does not only make
him see things differently, but it is a
means of introspection for him as well.
With every angle, every frame and with
every shutter of the lens, it is actually an
aspect of his personality and the gift he is
born with; that unravels to Yasir. It might
seem a cliche, but photog raphy is what
he likes to do, it is what he was born to
do and wishes to continue doing it for the
foreseeable future so that more and more
people could see the world as Yasir sees
it and the wild that is worthy of being
praised and cherished.                            

http://capturewild.com/
https://www.facebook.com/yasirmehamood

https://www.facebook.com/yasirwildlifephotographer

Yasir Mehamood – A Wildlife Photographer in His Own Words

A Designer’s Eye for Nature
A young Pakistani interior designer brings his instinctive grasp for pattern and design to his own camera’s viewfinder -
creating beautifully balanced insect images of subtle elegance
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Peek-a-hopper  
Olympus E-410

f11
ISO 400

1/25
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The life drop 
Nikon D5200
f11
ISO 200
1/40
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I am the leaf 
Nikon D5200
f11
ISO 125
1/30

Escaping a trap
Nikon D5200

f11
ISO160

1/40
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The golden dragonfly 
Nikon D5200

f14
ISO100

1/30



Surfing the golden path   
Nikon D5200

f11
ISO 100

1/25

Sleeping
Nikon D5200
f11
ISO 100
1/30
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Mother love 
Nikon D5200

f11
ISO100

1/25
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Just got my nails done 

Olympus E-410
f14

ISO 400
1/40

The life 
Nikon D5200
f11
ISO 125
1/20
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Butterfly walk
Nikon D5200
f14
ISO 200
1/20


